We consider the asymptotic behavior of the incomplete gamma functions (?a; ?z) and ?(?a; ?z) as a ! 1. Uniform expansions are needed to describe the transition area z a, in which case error functions are used as main approximants. We use integral representations of the incomplete gamma functions and derive a uniform expansion by applying techniques used for the existing uniform expansions for (a; z) and ?(a; z). The result is compared with Olver's uniform expansion for the generalized exponential integral. A numerical veri cation of the expansion is given in a nal section.
Introduction
The incomplete gamma functions are de ned by the integrals where a and z are complex parameters and t a takes its principal value. For (a; z) we need the condition <a > 0, for ?(a; z) we assume that j arg zj < . Analytic continuation can be based on these integrals, or on series representations of (a; z). We have (a; z) + ?(a; z) = ?(a).
Another important function is de ned by which can be veri ed by di erentiating the right-hand side with respect to z. For other information on the incomplete gamma functions we refer to Chapter IX of the Bateman Manuscript Project (1953) or Chapter 11 of Temme (1996) .
The purpose of the paper is to derive new uniform asymptotic expansions for the functions (1:4) plays an important role in Berry's smooth interpretation of the Stokes phenomena for certain integrals and special functions; see Berry (1989) . Olver (1991a) investigated E p (z) in particular at the Stokes lines arg z = and used the results in Olver (1991b) ; see also Olver (1994) . We summarize Olver's result in the next section. In Dunster (1994a) a new expansion for the function E p (z) is given for complex values of z and large positive values of p and in Dunster (1994b) error bounds are given, in particular for the Stokes' smoothing approximations. In Paris (1994) the uniform asymptotic expansions of the next section are used for complex values of the parameters in a new algorithm for computing the Riemann zeta function on the critical line.
The computational problem of the incomplete gamma functions for complex values of a and z is not well solved in the software literature. In particular when the complex parameters have large negative real parts existing computer programs may give really false answers. We expect that the new expansions for (?a; ?z); ?(?a; ?z); (?a; ?z) and Olver's expansion for E p (?z) will be of value to solve this problem.
Uniform expansions for incomplete gamma functions.
We summarize the known uniform expansions for the incomplete gamma functions; see Temme (1975) , (1979) and more recently Olver (1991a) , (1994 Because the new expansions (see x3) are closely related with the one in (2.4), we give some details on computing the coe cients and on the mapping ! ( ) de ned in (2.1).
The expansion in (2.4) for S a ( ) can be obtained by di erentiating one of the equations in (2.2) with respect to , which gives Next we summarize the properties of the mapping ! ( ) de ned in (2.1). More details are given in Temme (1979) . Write = + i . The mapping is one-to-one for ?2 < arg < 2 ; 6 = 0. The corresponding ?domain is given in Figure 1 . The mapping is singular at 2.3. Olver's expansion. Olver (1991a) investigated the generalized exponential integral E p (z) de ned in (1.4). Let is, the rapid but smooth change in form of other expansions as passes through the common interval of validity of the other expansions.
In the present paper we give an expansion that is also valid in a domain around the negative z?axis and that also contains the error function. Our expansion is quite di erent, however, and is strongly related to the uniform expansion given in (2.1){(2.4).
Starting from negative values.
We start with (1.3) and replace a with ?a: By turning the path of integration and invoking the principle of analytic continuation we can enlarge the domain of z. For example, when we consider the path in (3.1) along the positive imaginary axis, the integral is de ned for ? < arg z < 0, and in the overlapping domain ? =2 < arg z < 0 its value is the same as in (3.1). We turn the path from the positive imaginary axis arg t = =2 to the negative axis arg t = , avoiding the pole at t = ?1 by using a small semi-circle. The integral is then de ned for ? 3 2 < arg z < ? 1 2 . (3:5) In the ?integral the path passes above the pole at = .
When z a, that is, 1, the pole is near the saddle point = 0, and for large values of a we need an error function to describe the asymptotic behavior. We can split o the pole by writing g( ) = g( ) ? g( )] + g( ), where, as is easily veri ed, g( ) = 1. Standard methods for integrals can be used now (see Wong (1989) ) to obtain an asymptotic expansion of T a ( ) in negative powers of a. It is easier, however, to use a di erential equation satis ed by T a ( ). In this way we can identify the coe cients of the expansion with those in (2.4). Di erentiating (3.6) with respect to , and using (1.1), (2.1) and (2.3) we obtain the di erential equation where f( ) and ? (a) are given in (2.5). As in (2.7) we have (with the same coe cients n indeed)
? (a)
n n a n ; a ! 1; j arg aj < :
Substituting this and the expansion
(?1) n C n ( ) a n ; (3:10) in (3.9) we nd for C n ( ) the same recursion as in (2.6), and we conclude that in (2.4) and (3.10) the same coe cients occur.
The domain of validity of expansion (3.10).
We return to the case that a, z and = z=a are complex parameters and claim that expansion (3.10) holds as a ! 1, uniformly with respect to j arg aj ? 1 and j arg j 2 ? 2 , with 1 ; 2 arbitrarily small positive constants.
To verify this we observe that ( ) is analytic and univalent in the sector j arg j < 2 . This follows from x2.2. The function (t) is in fact (t) and the quantity t = t( ) occurring in g in (3.5) is singular at the points B shown in the lower part of Figure 1 . The functions g and h (given in (3.8)) are singular in the same points. It follows that h( ) is analytic in the disk j j < 2 p and in the sectors j= j < j< j. When a is complex we can turn the path of integration in (3.8) inside the sectors j= j < j< j and <a 2 can be kept positive on the path of integration as long as j arg aj < . This gives the domains for a and .
We remark that the function h( ) is bounded at in nity inside the sectors j= j < j< j.
This property is not needed to verify the above result, however. In (3.11) we see that the oscillatory behavior of (?a; ?z) is described by two terms, one with cos a and one with exp( In Olver's expansion (2.9) the modulus of z is the large parameter, whereas in our expansion (3.10) a is the large parameter. In addition, in Olver's expansion the transition occurs at = , whereas in our expansion the transition takes place at = 0, that is, at = 1, with = z=a. We have ? 1, as ! 1. Hence, when z = a + i", then i"=a. When a is positive and " increases from negative to positive values, ze i crosses the negative axis with increasing argument, and 1 2 erfc(i p a=2 ) of (3.6) changes rapidly from 0 to 1. Olver's expansion has more parameters than ours because his analysis started by considering F n+p (z) as a remainder in the expansion for F p (z). However, one can take n = 0; p = a +1. Then Olver's notation agrees better with our notation. In his result the parameter = ? p is assumed to be bounded, and a restriction like this is not present in our method.
Remark. We verify what happens when the parameters a; z in (2.2) are taken with negative signs. First let =a; =z be positive, and replace in Q(a; z) the parameters a; z with ae ? i ; ze ? i , respectively. The quantity de ned in (2.1) does not change by this operation, whereas the expansion for S a ( ) becomes the expansion for T a ( ) given in (3.10). When we formally write S ?a ( ) = T a ( ), which certainly is not true, it follows that the right-hand side of the rst line in (2.2) formally becomes 1 Dawson's function F and ? (a) are computed with extended precision (about 19 relevant digits). We have used expansion (3.10) in (4.4) and truncated the series after the term C 6 ( )=a 6 , with the expectation that the order of magnitude of the remainder is about 10 ?14 if a 100.
We have used the representations of the coe cients C 0 ; : : : C 6 as given in Section 3 of Temme (1979) . For j j 1 we have used Maclaurin expansions of the coe cients. An extensive set of Maclaurin coe cients is given in Didonato & Morris (1986) . We have used enough Maclaurin coe cients in order to obtain 14 digits accuracy for C 0 on the interval j j 1, 12 digits for C 1 , etc., with the intention to use the asymptotic expansion if a 100.
In the numerical veri cation we xed a = 100 and took z in intervals around the point a, the transition point. In fact we used random numbers for z in intervals 
